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President’s Message
by Rooney Dumler
My role as the position of president comes
with a variety of mixed feelings.

But my position and the responsibilities also
make me anxious. I want things to work and
the time to be worthwhile for all members.
To that end, we’ve done our best to secure
good presenters and programs and have
listened so we might develop plans for
meetings and SIGs that will further our
members’ interests and skills. Plans are
being made for the Foto Fair in March and
the grand Salon in May-June. My personal
goal is to make all members feel welcome
and safe so that they can, in turn, feel
comfortable enough to ask questions, try
new things, share information, and continue
to grow.

The first is gratitude. I fully appreciate the
energy and skills of our board members and
the time they share for the benefit of our
club. These people, too, are very busy with
“stuff” in their lives, but they are giving
extra time and energy to the club. It is also
gratifying to feel the pieces come together,
be it that we’ve ensured a safer venue for our
meetings, experienced the ease of online
membership forms, nailed down a program
of talented presenters, or have had a first
ever picnic- meeting in the park where we
chased down the scavenger hunt clues with
images from our smartphones.

I have hopes and expectations that our club
will continue to flourish and expand. We

I appreciate, too, what the club has done for
my own photography skills. I am building a
book of “My Best” – 2020-2021, and as I go
through my Lightroom catalogue (some thing I could never have done without the
club’s support and education) I see proof
that I’m ge�ing be�er. I can organize,
retrieve and refine images with a variety of
editing tools. I can build a book of my best
that shows, in turn, my development and joy
as a photographer. I can set new goals for
myself. And I enjoy the conversations with
like-minded people and the opportunity to
share, through the lens, events like the Lady
Rose trip or a trek at Neck Point or on the
seawall downtown. It all makes me happy,
proud, and fulfilled.
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need more people to step up: spread the
word that we are alive and well; enlist new
members; participate in the challenges,
competitions, and outings; lead a Special
Interest Group; use our website; and of
course, volunteer-volunteer-volunteer. As
I’ve mentioned before, many hands make light
work - and build our capacity as a strong club.

Your HCPC in Focus newsletter team:
Don Clark
Rooney Dumler
Trish Hanna
Judy Hancock Holland
Sue Nurmi
Kate Rutherford
Volunteers are needed to write articles and
contribute in other ways. Please contact
newsletter@hcpclub.ca if you can help or to
submit suggestions.

And lastly, I will make it a personal goal to
finally read, Robert’s Rules of Order. After
some forty-seven years as a professional
person – it’s time.

Need a mat cut or
something framed?

fast, efficient, local and give club
members a 10% discount. They are
located at the Country Club Centre,
#13-3200 Island Highway, Nanaimo.

If you need a mat cut or something framed,
consider Yellowbird Arts Gallery. They are

External Competitions for 2021-2022
Members are encouraged to submit their best images for all external competitions we enter
as a club. Themes and deadlines for submissions to HCPC for the 2021 - 2022 season are:
November 12, 2021 - CAPA Fall Open Theme
November 23, 2021 - CAPA Smart Phone
January 8, 2022 - CAPA Curves and Lines
January 23, 2022 - CAPA Artistic
February 8th, 2022 - CAPA A Series of Four Photos
February 22, 2022 - CAPA Monochrome
March 8, 2022 - CAPA Audio Visual Presentation
April 8, 2022 - CAPA Canada: My Country
Winning images from past CAPA competitions are posted on the CAPA Website. Click on
Winners in the Competitions drop down.
Full details for all challenges and competitions will be on our club website calendar.
There are two additional external competitions that the club participates in, which are the
Lions Gate Camera Club - Celebration of Nature in the fall (details on page 9) and the
North Shore Photographic Challenge in the spring (more details will provided as they are
received).
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Who’s Who on the HCPC Board?
Each member was asked to respond to two
questions :

photography and to take a series of still
life images.

1. What aspect of our club do you value the
most?

Lee Kneisz: Secretary
I value the educational
aspects of our club the
most; the opportunities to
hear speakers and learn
from the experience of
club photographers.

2. What is a personal goal you have for your
own photography in the coming year?
Rooney Dumler: President and Program
Chair

One of my many goals for
my own photography this
year is to create a
portfolio of what I consider to be my best
work.

I value and enjoy the
opportunity to meet new
people and the cama raderie of learning
together. The Club keeps
the right side of my brain
happy.

Maggie Tilley: Membership
It is hard to choose just
one aspect that I value the
most, but as I reflect on
this past year, I realize the
opportunity for learning
that SIG’s have provided
to me. I have been both
inspired and challenged.
Belonging to a Special
Interest Group is also a great way to get to
know fellow members who share the same
interests.

A goal for my own
photography is to become more adept at
Photoshop and use photography as the
“paint” to create my own images. I also
would like to learn more about portraits and
off camera lighting.
Sue Nurmi: Vice President & Education
Program, Website Coordinator , Zoom &
Technology Master, Newsletter
Coordinator
I value learning new
things. My photography
skills and subject ma�er
has expanded immensely
since I joined the Club. If
I hadn’t joined, I would
probably still be taking
bad photos of my dogs.

My goal for the coming year is to put more
thought into the images I take, to slow down
and create be�er images, both in camera and
using post processing.

“Too often we a�empt to force a
photograph out of a situation rather than
allow the situation to speak to us.” - John
Sexton

My goal is to improve and learn more. My
current project is to learn more about still life
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Tianna Smith: Treasurer

Ricarda Brusegard: C.A.P.A. & Digital
Chair Team

What I really like about
the club is how everyone
is willing to share their
knowledge; no questions
are stupid questions!
Even when I have asked
someone how to do
something, but they don’t
know the answer, they
have directed me to somebody who does.
Great group of people!

It is hard for me to
encapsulate
everything that the
club means to me
and what I feel
membership has
done for me. But the
encouragement offered and most of all the
willingness help one another by – for
example - giving of themselves via SIGs, are
what stand out in my mind.

I still have lots to learn when it comes to
photography, but one of my goals this year
is to work on my photo editing. I have really
avoided that part of photography, but then
when I see what others are doing editing
wise, I want to learn how to do it!

Membership in HCPC has been an enormous
help in improving my photography – I
would still be wandering in the photo graphic wilderness were it not for the club
and the camaraderie it provides.
I have been known to have an approach/
avoidance conflict to things, mainly when I
feel a bit out of my depth. But I plan to
buckle down even more this year to fill in the
many gaps that I know still exist in my
work.

Don Clark: Outings Chair

Lynda Stevens:
Digital Chair
Team

One thing that I value the most
Is the club's own Facebook page
It is the reading of each post
And seeing our members engage.

I enjoy the guest
speakers not
only for the
technical skills learned but for learning
different perspectives on photography. I also
enjoy the outings and learning " tips of the
trade" from other club members.

My personal goal for the coming year
Is to do more painting with light
I will search far-off and near
For the subject that is just right.

I started taking videos last year and would
like to learn how to edit them and perhaps
make a show of just videos.
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Basics of Selecting Photo Paper for Prints
by Sucha Ollek

Anyone who did prints in a darkroom
knows that the right paper can make a big
difference in the final print. The same holds
in the digital darkroom, but the choices and
factors are different. These are some basic
considerations in selecting a paper for your
prints, whether you send to a printing lab or
do your own prints. The first range of
factors is the finish or surface of the paper.

paper. The weight is stated as grams per
square meter or GSM. The heavier the paper,
the less likely it is to buckle or “warp” when
hanging for long period. The thickness is
expressed in thousandths of an inch or mils.
The thicker papers are more rigid but not all
printers can take the thicker papers, so you
have to see the recommendations for your
printer if you do your own prints. Most of
the papers I use are 300 gsm or higher, and
typically 16 mil. For smaller prints you can
use a lighter paper but once you start doing
12 inch or wider, you need the extra weight.

Ma�e – This finish can give you deeper
blacks and fine details. There is no reflection
or “gloss” to hide or obscure the finer details
in an image. Black and white prints can look
quite good on a ma�e paper but deep
shadows can be problematic. You can get
the look of a painting with this finish.
Contrast on ma�e paper can be limited, so
may not be suitable for images that depend
on a large range of contrast.

The material from which the paper is made
can be a factor. The most common are
alpha-cellulose or wood pulp. It is the more
affordable and perfectly suitable for every
day prints or snaps. The other is co�on rag
which was common in the traditional
photopapers. It is considered the higher
grade and thus more expensive. If you
intend to display prints in an exhibition or
sell them this would be the more suitable
paper.

Glossy – This is a high sheen and highly
reflective which can make the print look
sharper, colours look bolder and more
saturated. It can hide details in shiny objects
in the print. It is more prone to smudges
and fingerprints than a ma�e finish.

The finish of the paper must be considered,
and all manufacturers have different
finishes. I use a paper with a baryta finish –
barium sulphate finish that gives you the
look and feel of a traditional darkroom
paper.

Lustre -Also known as pearl, satin, or semima�e/glossy, this is between ma�e and
glossy. It has slight texture and reflectivity.
The paper has a very good range from white
to black which makes it a common choice for
black & white images, very good colours,
and the slight texture can enhance the image
content. The balance between glossy and
ma�e makes it a very popular option.

The other coating to consider is metallic
which has a high glossy finish, and a
pearlescent look that yields an elegant
iridescence in your images. It can be suitable
for a wide range of images such as land scapes and still life. It would not be my

Like the darkroom days, you have to
consider the weight and thickness of the
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choice for portraits, but is great for land scapes, black & white, and if you want your
image to “pop”.
Different papers have different levels of
brightness, whiteness, and tone. Your image
cannot be brighter than the brightness of
your paper. This affects the dynamic range
of your image. The whiteness affects the
colour range; a lower whiteness makes the
paper seem warmer.

SIGS - What are they and
why should you care?
By Sue Nurmi

Have you ever had an interest in a specific
type of photography but just weren’t sure
how to expand your knowledge of it?

Photo by Sue Nurmi

Well that is what a SIG or Special Interest
Group is for. It is a group of members with a
similar interest who want to learn more and
share what they know with each other. There
are no rules; SIGs can be as long or short, as
small or large as you want. The format can
vary from a teacher / student, where the
leader is teaching other members a subject,
to an unstructured format, where members
just meet to discuss an aspect of
photography.

Photo by Judy Hancock Holland
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members. Some of the things you may want
to think about prior to starting a group is
are:
• What is the format: structured - teacher/
student or unstructured - open
discussion?
• If structured - do you have an outline?
• How long will the SIG last?
• How many or few people can join the
SIG?

At this time we have three SIGs starting this
fall: Focusing on the Outdoors, Lightroom
Basics, and Basics of Photography. If you are
interested in more details on any of these
please contact education@hcpclub.ca.
If you have any questions or suggestions for
a SIG please email them to
education@hcpclub.ca.

Photo by Dan Jacobs

Once your SIG is formed and you have
established your process, you may be asked
to contribute images from the group either in
a slideshow to be presented at a club
meeting or images to be posted on the
website.

Photo by Sue Nurmi

Calendar of Club Events
Full details for all events listed below are on the HCPC website Calendar.
October 19 - Meeting - Beban Park - Light Painting with Brad
November 2 - Meeting - Zoom - The Power and Benefits in an Image Series with Rick Hulbert
November 16 - Meeting - Zoom - The Heart of the Photograph with David duChemin
November 30 - President’s Challenge - Weather - Due Date
December 7 - Meeting - Zoom - Abstract Art Photography with Ursula Abesch
December 21 - Meeting - Beban Park - Christmas Social
January 4 - Meeting - Zoom - The Psychology of Photography with Nic Stover
January 18 - Meeting - Beban Park - Strut Your Stuff
February 1 - Meeting - Mobile Photography with Brendan O Se
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Book Review: The Heart of the Photograph by David
duChemin
by Judy Hancock Holland

your photographs punchier, more impactful,
and more “you”, I know of no be�er book to
read.
A look at the table of contents gives a hint of
the richness inside. David starts off with
asking: What is a good photograph… to the
photographer and to the viewer? He goes on
to talk about “be�er subjects”, but the bulk
of the book is dedicated to how to think
about your image and improve the effect iveness of your expression, of communi cating what you want the image to
communicate.

David duChemin will be giving a
presentation to our club on this topic in
November, so we wanted to give you a taste
and tempt you into picking up the best book
I’ve ever read on photography. Here’s the
review I wrote on Amazon:

There is practical advice here, but at least for
me, the greatest value in this book is that it
pushes me to “go deeper”. In David’s words,
“It is not only what we photograph but how,
and why we photograph it that makes an
image unique, authentic, or surprising.”
Anyone can take an image of a calla lily, but
only I can show you exactly how I see and
feel about that subject. And only you can
show how you see and feel about whatever
subject ma�er you choose.

“Throw away your other books. I don’t really
mean that, of course, but this is the book you need
to read to become the best, the most authentic and
impactful photographer you can be. Read it, then
read it again. Read it often, until the principles
and questions become part of who you are. Gear
will never get you there, but duChemin’s
questions just might. Thank you, David... you’ve
done photographers - and the world - a service.”

You know that there are some images where
we know immediately who the photo grapher was. Ansel Adams, Edward Weston,
Yousef Karsh, Imogen Cunningham, Robert
Mappethorpe… the list is long. What lead to
those powerful and recognizable styles was a
careful consideration of what they really
wanted to say with their images. This book
can help you get there.

If you’re looking for technical advice on
becoming a be�er camera user, you’ll need to
look elsewhere. But if you want help making

David offers 100 questions to ask yourself
when you’re about to make an image.
Reading the book slowly, and taking the
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Camera Club. Each club is invited to submit up to
SIX images of our natural world, using the CAPA
guidelines for Nature/Wildlife photography.

time to really think about these questions, is
a great start. The next step, of course, is to
slow down when you’re out with your
camera, to carefully consider your vision for
the shot and use your skills in the service of
that vision. David says “Few things are
be�er for the creative process than good
questions.” I couldn’t agree more.

We look forward to receiving your entry and wish
your club and members every success in this
competition.
Tony Keen
Lions Gate Camera Club

I bought the ebook version of “The Heart of
the Photograph” and after reading it slowly
and thoughtfully, now keep it on my phone
and iPad so I can pick it up when I have a
few minutes to kill, to review and keep
myself challenged and motivated and on
track.

Members may submit one image in each of
four categories (Botanical, Nature,
Landscape and Wildlife; see details on the
HCPC calendar event) but we will only
select one image per photographer for our
club submission of 6 images in total.
Images must be submi�ed to Ricarda
Brusegard by October 25, 2021 via email at
externalcomp@hcpclub.ca.

Don’t miss David duChemin’s presentation
on this topic on November 16. Free for all
HCPC members, small fee for others who
wish to a�end.

Please feel free to contact Ricarda via email if
you have any questions.

Lions Gate Camera Club Celebration of Wildlife
Photography 2021

Lightroom Tips
If you want to create a vigne�e that doesn’t
fit the standard size provided by the PostCrop Vigne�ing tool use the radial filter.

HCPC members are invited to participate in
a competition being held by the Lions Gate
Camera Club, “Celebration of Nature
Photography 2021”.

Inverting the radial filter will allow you to
place the effect on the outside of the radial so
you can shape it about your subject and then
lower the exposure as required.

Here is their announcement:
The Lions Gate Camera Club is pleased to invite all
camera clubs in British Columbia and Yukon to enter
our 16th annual photograph competition.

Use the ‘O’ key to show the overlay and then
size your radial to fit the area you need; you
can always take the borders of the radial off
the edge of your image.

Celebration of Nature Photography 2021
Each club is invited to submit up to SIX images of
our natural world, using the CAPA guidelines for
Nature/Wildlife photography.

“The camera points both ways. Images
reflect the light that the photographer
brings to the relationship.” - Freeman
Pa�erson

All images submi�ed for this competition will be
judged by a panel of three leading nature photo graphers completely independent of Lions Gate
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Member Profile: Yuling Li
Q: Do you remember the first picture you ever
took and if so, what was it?
A: I don’t remember. I have been taking
pictures for a long time; most of them were
point and shoot. I started learning photo graphy in 2020, via taking a cellphone
photography class.
Q: What was your first camera?
photography trip last August.
A: The first camera I bought for myself in
order to get into photography seriously is
EOS50D with 18-200 mm lens. My friend
took me to a camera store and I bought a
used one for less than $600 in 2020.

Q: The “photo that got away”: What is the
photograph that you most regret missing?
A: Of course, it is what was in front of me
while I didn’t have a camera ready. One time
when my partner and I took a walk at Piper’s
Lagoon park, for whatever reason, I decided
to leave my camera in the car. Walking on
the causeway at dawn I saw a beautiful full
moon above the mountain over the other
side of the water… I ran back to fetch my
camera, but when I came back, it was gone!

Q: What do you like about the photography club?
A: There are many photographers who are
good in different areas. I am inspired by
their work! They are so willing to help and
share what they know. I feel lucky and
privileged to be a member of the club.

Q: What excites you most about photography?
A: Trying to capture the feeling of what I am
seeing. It excites me but also frustrates me; I
can’t do it yet. I love to go out with an
experienced photographer to find out what
exactly they are doing. I wish I could focus
on just photography but I have too many
other interests and activities.
Q: What is your favourite photograph right now?
Will you give us a soft copy?

Q: Black and white or colour and why?
A: I like both. Black and white gives me
simplicity, depth, and historical feeling. I
also like colour; colours of the world are the
pleasure of eyes. I am still at a basic level. I

A: I just started to learn photography last
year. I have a couple of pictures I like. They
were taken during my Rocky Mountain
10

Q: Tell us a story about your photographic life
A: I am an engineer, a mother of two
children. Photography is something I have
always been interested in but haven’t had a
chance to do anything about till 2020. I
joined a cellphone photography short class
in Jan 2020. It started my learning journey of
photography. I admire artists for their
artistic eye, creativity, and capability to
express themselves by colour, line, shape etc.
My dream is to be called an amateur artist
one day.

can only feel the beauty, but can’t capture it
using my lens.
Q: Where is your favourite place to photograph?
A: Nature and streets. I found myself quite
fascinated by people and their lives, but not
portraits, rather daily life scenes.

Club Outings
The rainy season is finally upon us but as
was mentioned at our rainy outing to Neck
Point, you can't stay indoors all winter. And
the light is just fantastic in the rain! With that
in mind, let's get out there and shoot.

Q: What is your weirdest photo experience?

We have a great new addition to the outings
position; John Young will host "Adventure
Outings". These will sometimes (but not
always) be out of the local area, and seeing
John's past presentations they will definitely
be ADVENTURE related. John is hoping for
one outing a month. Don Clark will continue
with two local outings at a much lower
adventure level.

A: I haven’t been photographing for long
enough to experience it yet.
Q: How do you handle criticism?
A: I appreciate thoughtful criticism. It takes
time and effort for someone to provide you
with constructive feedback or share their
true thoughts. I am thankful when someone
is willing to help me, even via criticism.
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Club Movers

We realize that some of our members may
not be able to a�end an outing due to work
or conflicting engagements. Please remember
you can still do the outing on your own. And
post your images on the club Facebook page.

by Rooney Dumler

Many thanks go to our wonderful “inhouse” movers who volunteered on August
25th to sort through and move the club
belongings out of our church storage.
“Church mouse” is a romantic notion that
loses its appeal when you sweep up the
droppings.

And a reminder of why we have outings:
• the opportunity to interact in person with
other club members
• check out locations that you may want to
return to at a later date
• try new techniques you may not be
familiar with and share advice with
others
• AND MOST IMPORTANT TO HAVE
FUN!

I was going to calculate the number of steps
we climbed but lost track at three zillion.
And of course, much of it had to be packed
into vehicles, and unpacked and stored in
Sue Nurmi’s garage until such time that
Parks & Rec. regains full use of its facility.
The Mount Everest/Joe Atlas awards and our
complete appreciation go to the following
members:

UPCOMING OUTINGS:
Full details for all events listed below are on
the HCPC website Calendar.
30 October

Linda Farrell
Jackie Mullins
Lee Kniesz
Don Clark
Sydney Langhelt
Trish Hanna
Doug Herriot
Sue Nurmi. a.k.a. The Shredder

Ghosts at Beban Park

4-5 November Ucluelet and the Pacífic Rim
Adventure Outing
11 November

Remembrance Day

20 November

Still Life - Food and Drink
Remember: Shaw TV is showcasing

11 December Abstracts in Ladysmith
18 December
means to me

our members’ images province-wide
every month.

What the festive season

Submit no more than 6 images to
imagesforbarrytucker@shaw.ca
promptly.
Watch for Barry’s emails in your inbox!

“The important thing is not clicking the
shu�er — it is clicking with the subject.”
- Alfred Eisenstadt

Don’t have Shaw cable?
View “Life Captured” on YouTube.
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